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BUSINESS ENGLISH MATERIALS
We face a row of books on the shelves of any book store, and all of
them purport to target Business English learners. But it is essential to
be able to recognize easily the different aims and purposes of each
one. So, what is the role of books in Business English courses? We
intend to consider the different roles which a book or usually a
package of book plus disks or book plus video might have.
If a package aims to be a comprehensive course in itself, it will
deal with all the aspects of language and skills development at the
level specified on its cover. Many course books aim to provide
material for use at each stage of the lesson: in principle, we don’t
have to look for materials elsewhere. Some course books have an
ongoing story-line which constrains the users to work sequentially
through the course. Other course books are modular in their
construction and give us the flexibility to select the elements we
feel to be most useful and in any order that seems appropriate.
Such general business courses cannot address any job-specific
interests, e.g. accounting, and usually select business themes that
are of interest to a wide audience.
If to discuss supplementary materials, these can be books or
packages consisting of book plus disk or book plus video. They do not
attempt to deal with every aspect of language learning, but instead
focus on a particular area such as listening, reading, role play, or
vocabulary. Some supplementary materials may focus on a particular
area of skills: for example, meeting or socializing. It is expected that
students will normally use these materials in addition to a general
course book in order to provide extra practice in a required language
area.
There are also a number of books which aim to provide language
practice within a defined job area — for example, banking,
accountancy or foreign trade. They are intended to develop some
target language skills in these specific fields in a systematic way.
They usually cover specialist vocabulary and provide reading or
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listening practice in a relevant context. They may also include
speaking and writing tasks, and functional or structural language
practice.
Reference books include specialist dictionaries and books, which
are designed to be used to look up the answer to a problem. There are
dictionaries for Business English in general, or specific ones for such
areas as Banking, Law, Economics, etc. which are useful for students.
Workbooks are aimed mainly at learners. They are often
vocabulary-orientated, but may give explanations of key business
language — functional and structural. Some workbooks provide
information or tips, for example, about how to behave politely or
cultural differences. They often provide exercise material and include
a key.
Some packages are designed specifically for the self-access, and
some are designed to be used either in the classroom or for self-
access. In principle, any book containing exercise material with
explicit explanations and keys can be used for self-access. But, the
majority of students will soon tire of working through endless
grammar or vocabulary exercises. That’s why specially-designed self-
access courses aim to make the learning process as stimulating as
attending a classroom would be. These generally involve more than
one medium. Cassette courses are very popular as they can be used at
any spare minute. Video is a more exciting medium, and video
learning packages for Business English have become increasingly
popular.
If to speak about business skills training materials, they are
created and designed by people with a lot of business and
business training experience. Business skills materials provide a
bridge between Business English materials and authentic
materials. They are produced for training purposes and cannot be
said to model authentic language. However, they are valuable for
learners who have not had business experience because they
provide insights into typical business situations, behaviors, and
procedures. Even job-experienced learners may learn something
from them, for example, how to cooperate with others to solve
problems, how to negotiate more effectively, etc. But the main
objectives in using the material for Business English purposes
will be language-related. For example, a business simulation
game may provide an excellent opportunity to discuss a business
problem in English.
Videos may focus on various themes: general business skills, for
example, how to run effective meetings, how to sell, how to structure
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a presentation, and on personal development skills, for example, how
to deal with awkward customers, team-building, how to be a good
boss, on good business practice, for example, project management,
finance control, data security.
Some videos take a serious approach to the presentation of the
main training points. An example of this type is the video Going
International, which gives advice to the people doing business
internationally and could meet difficulties because of a lack of
cross-cultural awareness. Others use a humorous style of
presentation, often involving a somewhat comic character who
does everything wrong. Others may use drama: a serious situation
develops in a company which could have been avoided if the
employees responsible had been aware of certain important
business strategies.
Business simulation games can be categorized in two main groups:
in-context games and out-of-context games. In-context means that the
game simulates real life as nearly as possible. We speak about sales
and negotiation role plays, problem-solving discussions, or simulated
meetings set in a modern business environment. Out-of-context games
practice the target skills in unreal or unlikely situations. For example,
the World Bank lecturers offered teaching simulation game for the
participants of Sound Banking Program on banking supervision. It
requires the participants to imagine that they live and work in the
country named Inlandia.
One of the principal values of these games is that the participants
become so involved that they forget their fear of speaking English:
they gain considerable fluency practice, and learn to interact and
communicate with their fellow students.
The question of selection of Business English materials can be made
at two levels. First, at the very start, when we, teachers, decide what
course books and what supplementary materials will provide the core,
and what level should be chosen. And second, when we need to make
decisions about items of material to use for a particular lesson or lessons.
Speaking about criteria for selection of teaching materials we focus
on such things: the language level of the students, their age and
cultural background, appropriate methodology or style, the training
objectives.
Any material may still be inadequate if it fails to motivate the
learner. So, it is necessary to consider what factors might attract or put
off the users of the teaching materials.
So, materials should be credible. That’s why the teachers are
always happy, if Business English materials have been written by
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people with perfect knowledge of the present-day business
environment. Of course, the materials should be up-to-date. Some
Business English books have been on the market for many years
and though they may still contain a lot of useful language input
and practice, some aspects of their content now appear outdated.
The teacher may decide to omit some exercises if they deal with
present old-fashioned ideas (for example, the texs of some
exercises in the text-book by Shevtsova).The teaching materials
should be attractive. However good a piece of material is from a
teaching point of view, it may be put off by poor quality of
presentation — for example, the layout is cramped, the pictures
are difficult to make out, or the tasks are difficult to follow. When
evaluating audio and video tapes, it is important to choose those
which are well-acted and sound reasonably natural. Video
materials should look professional and the sound quality must be
excellent.
So, when choosing Business English materials we should focus on
such aspects:
 language level, the main language objectives, such as skills,
functions, structures , vocabulary; coverage of the main topic areas,
main methodological approaches selected by the teachers:
explanations of grammatical rules, presentation of functional
language, of vocabulary, controlled practice of language, open
practice of language, skills development or a combination of all
possible methodological approaches. We should always remember
about the role of the material: whether to present or practice language,
to provide a resource or check or test knowledge. And we should
always remember about the attractiveness of the chosen Business
English materials: their clear layout, good use of space, useful, clear
pictures and diagrams and interesting context and tasks.
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